Methods of Giving from the United States (in USD)
NCSY Israel

Credit Card
Credit card donations can be made through our website: israel.ncsy.org/donate

Check
Checks can be made out and mailed using the information below.
Orthodox Union – NCSY Israel
11 Broadway
New York, NY 10004

Wire Transfer
Below is information for funds to be wired to NCSY Israel via the Orthodox Union in the United States. Please include in the memo that the donation is for NCSY Israel.

Bank Address:
JP Morgan Chase NA
270 Park Avenue,
New York, NY 10017

Account #: 110077083
Account Name: The Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations
Routing #/wire#/ABA #: 021000021
Chase swift no. CHASUS33

Contact: Jay W. Chagrin
P: 718-242-0147
F: 866-371-1667
Jay.w.chagrin@jpmorgan.com

Accounts Receivable Contact: Shoshana Schacter
212-613-8345
remittance@ou.org
Methods of Giving from Israel (in NIS)
NCSY Israel

Credit Card
Credit card donations can be made through our website: israel.ncsy.org/donate

Check
Checks can be made out and mailed using the information below.
OU Israel – NCSY
22 Rechov Keren Hayesod P.O.B. 37015
Jerusalem, 91370

Bank Transfer
Below is information for funds to be wired to NCSY Israel via OU Israel. Please include in the memo that the donation is for NCSY Israel.

Name of Account: OU Israel in Memory of Bernard and Sara Falk
Amutah ID Number: 580054039
Address: Keren HaYesod 22, Jerusalem Israel
Bank: Bank of Jerusalem (Bank # 54)
Private Banking Branch: Number 030
Account Number: #300013638